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Good morning. It is a great honor to be at Case Western Reserve University School of Law to discuss the topic of lawfare. I have titled my speech, “Lawfare: A War Worth Fighting,” because I firmly believe that lawfare exists and is used every day by both those seeking to achieve legitimate ends and those seeking to achieve illegitimate ends. Lawfare is a war worth fighting; failing to fight lawfare could seriously jeopardize your client’s interests, and, more importantly, it could jeopardize your ability to help bring an end to a violent conflict or prosecute those responsible for crimes committed during a conflict.

I often remind my clients involved in peace negotiations that the gains achieved on the battlefield and the gains achieved at the negotiating table—as they fight for peace—can in fact be lost in the fine print of peace agreements, U.N. Security Council resolutions, and decisions of international tribunals. Just as it is the job of the national army to fight for the territorial integrity of the state, the job of rebels to fight for legitimate self-determination, and the job of peace delegates to fight for a lasting peace at the table, it is certainly the job of lawyers to engage in both defensive and offensive lawfare to protect the interest of their clients.

Let’s begin though with a definition of lawfare. In my view, “lawfare” is conducted when a party uses or misuses law or legal mechanisms with the intent of securing a political or military advantage over the opposing party. Importantly, the ordinary application of international law and the law of armed conflict—international humanitarian law—does not constitute “lawfare”.

This morning, I would like to point out three similarities between legal mechanisms and processes and warfare that I think support the notion that lawfare is a useful concept. The first is that they often pursue the same objectives; the second is that they have a broadly similar approach for accomplishing these objectives—strategic, operational, and tactical; and the third is that lawfare, as part of a conflict resolution approach, is often times
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fought before the hot conflict, during the hot conflict, and after the hot conflict. In fact, we often find much more of a temporal engagement of lawfare than we do warfare in the process of conflict resolution.

Let us turn to the first similarity—that lawfare and warfare often seek to accomplish the same objectives. The articles of Retired General Charles Dunlap and Professor Wouter Werner in this issue details the notion of Carl von Clausewitz that war is simply a continuation of politics by other means. I think that lawfare plays this role in two situations. First, international law and the use of international mechanisms can also easily be used as a continuation of politics by other means. But possibly more importantly, lawfare is also a continuation of the objectives of warfare by other means.

To investigate this point, let us examine the three primary actors in a peace process—the parties to the negotiation, the mediators, and their lawyers—and what they are trying to accomplish. I have been struck in my work in over two dozen peace negotiations in the last decade and a half at the asymmetrical understanding and utilization of lawfare by the parties. Often times it is the international mediation team that is not only most unprepared to engage in lawfare, but oblivious to the fact that one of the parties is effectively conducting lawfare in the arena prepared by the mediators.¹

The reason for the lack of understanding of the nature of lawfare can be traced back to the trend identified by Professor Wouter that mediators—and often parties—are seduced by the notation that law and legal mechanisms are a neutral force, and that only parties have positions of interest. One of the most detrimental things a mediator or a lawyer can do is to assume that the law is neutral, the legal mechanisms are neutral, and that only the parties have positions.

I have seen a number of cases where mediators and parties in a peace process have thought, “Oh, we’ll take our political disagreement, our disagreement over the use of force, and we’ll just put it to a neutral legal mechanism, or just apply neutral legal principle, okay we can take it and put it in a process outside the peace process.” If the other side is actually fighting a very aggressive campaign of lawfare and if your clients see this as neutral and therefore put it to the side and out of the conflict resolution environment, and into the legal environment, and get back to negotiating the more “serious” issues, they will find that there will be a rear guard action that they will have to fight or if they fail to fight, it will be devastating.

I have also been deeply surprised that mediators often times assume that the parties in a conflict, simply because they have come to Geneva,
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Doha, Rambouillet, or Paris, and because they have momentarily put aside their weapons, have also put aside their objectives that led them into the battlefield in the first place. In fact, the parties bring these objectives into the peace palace; they leave their guns at the door but they bring in their lawfare fighting capability. They may switch their guns for their pens, but they are still engaged in a very aggressive action to accomplish those same political objectives that led them to the battlefield. Most often, when agreeing to a peace process, the parties have not changed their positions but have simply changed the venue of the battle.

With respect to the second similarity, it is relatively straightforward to draw a parallel to the way in which military strategists approach a conflict. They have a strategy, they have an operational plan, and they have a tactical plan. More importantly, their opponents also have a strategic, operational, and tactical approach to their warfare and lawfare.

A prime example of this multi-tiered approach is the lawfare conducted by the Burmese junta. Interestingly, the junta is essentially a melding of the military and the political establishment. The Burmese junta has a very sophisticated approach to waging lawfare, both against the Burmese opposition and against the international community. They engage in constant lawfare operations against Aung San Suu Kyi through a string of legal cases against her. She has spent most of her time since the 1990 election under house arrest or in detention because of these constant lawfare attacks against her. The Burmese junta has also waged an aggressive lawfare campaign against the largest political party, the National League for Democracy (NLD), which has the most legitimate claim to political authority in Burma.

The Burmese junta has also undertaken very successful tactical operations against the international community. Most recently, they have uti-
lized the old Trojan horse approach. Last year, the junta announced the proclamation of a new constitution amid claims they intended to return democracy to Burma. Nearly all independent commentators agree that the new constitution is simply a legal mechanism that will allow the military leaders to exchange their military uniforms for suits and ties. Somewhat surprisingly, the Trojan horse was eagerly welcomed by the international community, which praised the junta for these democratic efforts, embarked on a period of political engagement, and signaled a strong intent to back off on economic sanctions. Only recently has the international community come to realize that this was not in fact a genuine movement toward democracy by the junta, but rather a very successful tactic of lawfare to which they fell victim. Fortunately now, the international community, as professor Michael Scharf mentions in his introduction, is pushing back with a U.N. Commission of Inquiry into possible war crimes committed by the junta. The international community is also slowly moving back to the realization that the junta is more inclined to respond to sanctions than engagement.

The Burmese government in exile, led by the NLD, has also, until recently, only pursued tactical legal strikes against the regime in Burma, such as the UNOCAL case. More recently, however, they have developed a lawfare strategy that includes a full court press, challenging the credentials
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of the Burmese junta at the United Nations, challenging the legitimacy of the constitution, developing their own constitution, and having their own elections in exile to reconstitute the government in exile.\(^\text{12}\)

Lawfare can also be offensive and defensive. The recent case by Serbia against Kosovo in the International Court of Justice (ICJ) on the question of the legitimacy of Kosovo’s declaration of independence is a prime example of how a party switched to an offensive lawfare tactic after losing on the battle field.\(^\text{13}\) Initially, Serbia sought to protect its sovereignty and territorial integrity by launching a campaign of ethnic aggression against the people of Kosovo.\(^\text{14}\) When this was halted by NATO humanitarian intervention, Serbia first turned to the ICJ to file a case against NATO.\(^\text{15}\) When Kosovo succeeded in declaring independence and attaining a degree of international recognition, Serbia launched a legal offensive in the ICJ, claiming the declaration of independence was illegitimate.\(^\text{16}\) In this case, just as Serbia lost on the battlefield, it too lost in the world court.\(^\text{17}\) This is not always the case, and sometimes offensive legal action can succeed where offensive military action failed.

On the other side of the lawfare battlefield, Kosovo was involved in a very substantial effort at defensive lawfare for a period of time. Kosovo spent nearly ten years building up its resistance against what it knew would be a legal siege following the military siege by Serbia. Kosovo, working under the supervision of the international community, developed standards before status, protected human rights, created a court system, and had nu-
merous elections that met international standards. These actions were Kosovo’s version of siege walls and trenches to defend its own right of self-determination against what it knew would be a subsequent attack by Serbia on the legal battlefield.

Finally, turning to the third point or similarity. Lawfare can be conducted before a conflict in order to avoid it; it can be conducted during the conflict; it is often times conducted during a pause in a conflict; and it is conducted after the conflict.

Let’s first touch briefly on the use of lawfare to avoid a conflict. In the context of the brewing dispute between Northern and Southern Sudan over the upcoming referendum on independence for the South, the province of Abyei plays a crucial role. Abyei contains a significant portion of the oil of Sudan, and like the South, it too is entitled to a referendum in January 2011 to determine whether it goes with the North or South. Approximately two years ago, Northern and Southern Sudanese forces were beginning to face off in Abyei. As tensions rose, Northern forces burned Abyei town to the ground. At this point, with the guidance and intervention of the international community, the parties agreed to put the question of Abyei’s boundaries to the Permanent Court of Arbitration. The arbitration process created an opportunity for the parties to pull back their forces and restart political dialogue. The decision of the arbitration panel, largely in favor of Southern Sudan, also created a degree of certainty about the boundaries,
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which will help the parties to conduct a peaceful referendum—if they chose
to do so.\textsuperscript{24}

The current negotiations between the North and the South about
how to divide the debts, assets, membership in international organizations,
can also be seen in the context of lawfare. Given that there is a serious pos-
sibility that the referendum may lead to violence, both parties are engaged
in intensive negotiations—mediated by the international community—to
resolve as many issues and to take away as many conflict drivers as they
can before that vote in January.\textsuperscript{25} Here, there is a fierce mad rush between
the parties to conduct lawfare against one other. The goal of these parties is
to get enough of what they want out of these negotiations and to set up legal
structures addressing debts, assets, citizenship, natural resources, and trea-
ties, so that they can accomplish their political objectives instead of using
force.

Lawfare frequently occurs during a pause in the conflict, or during
the negotiations designed to bring an end to the conflict. During negoti-
ations in Doha this summer between the Darfur rebels and the government of
Sudan, the government attempted to use the negotiation of a ceasefire to
weave in provisions on demobilization and demilitarization that would have
significantly handicapped the Darfur rebels in the event hostilities re-
sumed.\textsuperscript{26} Pitching these provisions as standard legal language for a cease-
fire, the government of Sudan duped the mediation team into believing that
they were legitimate provisions for the ceasefire.\textsuperscript{27} Fortunately, these at-
ttempts were resisted by the Darfur rebel delegation, as they would have
significantly tilted the military balance on the battlefield.\textsuperscript{28} Otherwise, the
result would likely have been such an imbalance that the government of
Sudan would have found it difficult to resist the temptation to abandon the
talks and return to the battlefield.

During the Dayton negotiations on Bosnia, the government of Ser-
bia undertook a very aggressive approach of sprinkling the Dayton constitu-
tion and Dayton peace agreement with legal landmines that would continue
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to handicap the political development of Bosnia for years to come.\(^{29}\) These agreements were also designed to lay the foundation for the potential secession of the Republic of Srpska from Bosnia.\(^{30}\) The secession of the Republic of Srpska was one of the key political objectives of Serbia at the outset of the war, and was the focus of much of its military strategy.\(^{31}\) What was not accomplished on the battlefield was nearly accomplished at Dayton through very clever lawyering with which the mediators were highly complicit.\(^{32}\) To this day, Bosnia still suffers under a constitution and a peace package primarily designed to accomplish the political objectives of Slobodan Milosevic.\(^{33}\)

I hope this brief presentation has been helpful in conveying the point that lawfare is a war worth fighting, and that there are significant perils associated with failing to adequately engage in lawfare before, during and after a hot conflict.
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